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Good Saturday Afternoon,

May the Spirit of the Gospel and the Holy Word be Always on our
Tongues, in our Hearts, Minds, and in our Hands.

Holy Virgin Mary and All Saints - Pray for us!

—

—
Index Number 1718:

—

[Not allowed to Post on Facebook – for 20 [more] days.]

—

—

In this morning's prayers and meditations I went Far and Wide, and
somehow in the timelessness – 4-6 hours seem to disappear! I
realized this when I went back to the remainder of the Holy 3
Candle Prayer I have Shaped and found the first (4-hour) candle
was out, and out because it ran-down – not the wick somehow
drown in the liquid wax-paraffin that sometimes happens.

Part of my Meditations were related to Apologetics for my mother
and some of the things in our lives when she was responsible for ..
and she is correct in her statement she made once when I was
asking her about why she did something – in general terms and
when I was in mid-life or a little younger she said basically she was



barely an adult .. of course she meant by modern standards which
has been keeping adults infant-minded until and too more easily
drive them and all connected to them into endless Sin and Hell –
where a women who was 20 years old with a bunch of children in
the period of the founding of this Nation and it's expansion and
Raised under God and God Fearing in a society not ruled by
Vagina-god Satan worshipers would have been a responsible Adult
at start of sexual maturity, being raised to be so from the crib – not
raised to be a Helpless mind-crippled Sacrifice to Satan and
Satanic-Tool shaped to destroy all society and everyone they have
influence and power over.

So and But, she was correct in terms that Christ would take into
account – a Judgment with Mercy and Charity, a Loving
Husbandman God who has been Man and Understands what evil
normalization happens when surrounded by Powerful people and
other who restrict and avoid raising God Fearing Prepared children

This review was partially a responding to an Internal Call for
Account in my statements on the 'in general many to most of us (in
this birth-control and baby-murdering legal reality which has warped
society though Breaking the Souls of womanhood [ see analogy
Apologetics related to raising children to accept and even support
the torturing of kittens and puppies of young [sexual maturing] adult
ages including mothers sharing with there daughters their
experiences of murdering along with other family matters and often
that her brother is really her half brother by pool man or such ] by
this man and child depose-ability legally sanctioned.) .. many to
most of us would be better off if our mothers [and aunts
grandmothers neighbor's older women] all died on the delivery bed
of their last child [conceived].'

And F-you if you are so brain-Demon twisted not to See how such
can and is clearly true given modern Western womanhood is
generally [#NotAll you F-ing cnts!] worse then Poisoned-Vomit!

Sorry, I will try not to Abort whatever Connection to the Infinite
Quantum Mind that reminds – including those Memories that
connect the Bits and Examples.

Part of this was inspired also from my discussions with my older
brother recently, he was always my older half-brother who I
especially Loved as a child because he became – unrealizing until
recently – the replacement for Tommy who was my older brother –
2 years older maybe – that I Loved and followed around until he
[and I] died of food poisoning .. spoiled tuna which I wrote about a
few times, and because of the guild and grief of mother was
effectively punished for remembering and mentioning him and
literally repressed his existence in the degree I Loved him until I
was a young adult and it all came flooding back .. before he was a
Datum – 'I had an older brother who died when I was Young
{*Beep*}'

.. which was clearly badly dealt with – but again, few people that



age and level of life experience today would be able to handle that
.. unlike 100 years before or more when the death of children was
so regular that if effected every family many times over and the
entire community was supportive. Another Crippling Aspect of
Modern Western Life and Society that is effectively evil-twisted ..
the Divorce of death from common-life and the warping of Fear and
Uncertainty .. where the entire West today could be manipulated
and controlled by some scary Plandemic that is [Better – children
not generally harmed] then a bad flu, .. sure vile soul-sucking baby-
murdering grand-mom and aunt might do us all a favor and die
[God Forgive] so toddler Timmy and child Jane must be mind-F-ed
for life – retarded and live in weird fear related to Masks and the
rest of us Rational adults need to face screeching insane vile cnts
in public and in Gov – minions and evil-Tools of Satan and the
Witches. .. so better every person over 65 or whatever drop dead
then what we did to this society and us all, and anyone that age or
older who does not agree are too virtueless to be anyone you want
to have power over you or anyone else.

Again - F-you if you can not Rationally figure that out also – clear
the Satanic Demons from your Soul - For God, Yours, and All our
Sake!

—

Well, let me see if I can piece-together still what I can remember ..
so my older brother reminded me of my fathers very excessive
spankings that I suddenly remembered from being very young (and
never getting the level that my older brothers and assume sister
got) but I recall vividly young Dan (older brother) being spanked
with a belt that I had to watch – for going up into attic and bringing
down dad's electric train set .. and we were not allowed into attic
was the reason stated and if he I could ask him today he might say
that it was because the old farm house attic was unsafe for children
– perhaps guns and-or rotten floor or something, but the beating
was very intense .. although it is hard not to also – from this older
perspective say they were not effective. And I would be hard-
pressed to say too excessive. He was correct that Honor Father
and Mother .. and even if the attic was not unsafe and he did not
want his things messed with – he was Just and so were the
beatings.

The reason I bring that up was because my brother reminded me
that before my mother separated and moved out-of-state my father
had been drinking excessively .. raised as he was (from what little I
understand of it) to the point he basically swore-off his family and
went to Florida and earned a pilot license and crop-dusted farm
land, and from that Family (his grandfather was President of BF-
Goodrich, an industrialist, with New York Elite family connections,
Princess Diane is a distant cousin in that Blood-line, for example)
and that was after he 'quit' Bard College, he told me he did not want
to be there so he did something to get himself thrown-out, he saw it



another in a long line of excellent private schools he was always
being sent too .. it would be nice to know more about which he was
staggeringly well educated in the classics, and had a passion for
reading .. but anyway – at some point you have to drink yourself to
death to get relief from the kind of warped childhood traumas can
cause – I should know – and yet never really be able to point to a
particular reason .. like being raised into male-hating and self-hate
with the Female-Evil slimy ways we all forced today in this cntHell
to endure because it society wide, and like the memory of my older
dead brother – forced by punishments – to notice or talk about.

So .. perhaps her separation was understanding at the time, and
moving out of state was a practical matter because she moved to
near her retired parents home – where else?

—

The issue with this kind of Trend of Apologetics is that it Triggers
related topics, and there is a Bridge piece I have forgotten but I it
made me realize and discover where - or more to the point – How I
am able to Stand Before God and say that the death of all women
at or post menopause is Just .. even though at times I would not
say Right. In fact because God Demands Better from me, it is
Wrong even if Just – Wrong for me to Act in any way other then to
Warn that it is so, and to many some sad man who seems to have
delusions should be ignored can only Hold if it were not True, which
it is True and why Warning is Loving and Charity, and if you can not
See that .. well, see the statement about clearing Anti-Logos
Demons from your soul.

The general proof is in so many ways and clear now, but I should
have known it when I was much younger and the main aspect
materialized internally when I was in a sexual relationship which
started while going full-time at University of Vermont existed a short
time into when I started working full-time and classes part time
(towards my degree) and .. well, the woman I could and should
have Married (and in some Better realities I am sure we did) and I
were engaged in sex with a slightly different .. flavor .. that she
suggested and I Really liked it .. and then while and before
completion it reminded me of all the Brain-F-ing male-hating
Feminist aspects which connected male sexuality expression with
rapey-evil Oppressive vileness .. and I was filled with Shame .. how
could she ever love me, I was so loathsome, .. etc.

I left and broke contact with her for a very long time, only trying to
see her in the middle of the night very drunk on alcohol.

.. and let me say that to those who think this is a little thing, or even
funny – like when a man is sexually mutilated by a love or wife
while sleeping .. funny. Sexually mutilated by mother and society
and all the women around us .. funny?

And still do. male-disposing, and dismissing as having Holy Human
Dignity [like our babies killed], and generations of such Female-Evil
Poison Vomit pouring from nearly every older baby-murdering child-



taking father and woman and childhood destroying cnt and society
and legal system and those who are not actively doing so are either
passively supportive or evil-Blind twisted from crib – more vile
motherhood and older womanhood.

So, in a society as we have – Satanic Power (and Crib-torturing
and worse) that actively suppressive Truth, Justice, and Order, and
routinely sends benefactors and potential decent fathers and real
father to die or kill and-or be so mutilated as to end dying of feces-
covered streets choking on own vomit with the other disposed of
crippled from crib children, all while living on and wasting the tax-
enslavement extracted money and resources, while leaving open
and destroying when possible all who object the boarders to allow
the people from septic societies who hate us and our way of like
(#NotAll for F-ing cnts!) and this driven by modern Western
womanhood, along with the hidden powerful older women –
Witches, ..

.. and the fact that I was maybe not the first to be sexually-
emotionally neutered by the howling evil soul-Vomit that is Western
Womanhood, I was surely only part of the Start of generations of
similarly emotionally crippled-from-crib males and men and fathers
.. walking soul-crippled Joy-Love-Murdered enslaved sub-Class
that the Witches shaped, the Natural outcome of the legal birth-
control and baby-murdering warped and soul-Poisoned and
Poisoning womanhood and Soul of Nation and West.

Sure. In a Rational Society I could argue that point and carry the
day. A Platform of 3 Generations – to start and gauge at that point –
of women isolated away from society at menopause, occasional
letters to and from family – visits rare on holidays perhaps and
serious punishment for any caught directing of significantly
influencing family or others, Or ..

.. more Just but less Merciful – the death of body at menopause
from a Real pandemic (and F-you for using that – is it not Right to
suggest your vileness directed and used against us be your death?)
for most women – God Will the survivors, based on Service to God,
Church, Man, Self-Neighbors, Creation and-or whatever the Holy
Directs and is Pleasing.

It is Wrong for me to promote the active killing of any post
menopause women who breaks a Commandment but I can Warn
that it could easily be Just and might be Argued before God. I
suggest if you find this to have happened – that your motives Must
be clear, you would have preferred some other way but the evil-Gov
and society would likely punish or destroy you [secrete corp. and
Gov Lists] while likely using what actions to accelerate the
sufferings and evil such Sin caused – in the degree that would be
done because of your actions, with the difference of the removal of
the Offender and the clear corpse of them (and likely you) are a
Reminder to those even Demon-Controlled of the Wages of Sin,
and you consider that a few of these in every State regularly would



be Martyrs and give the need pause, and an entire Nation that
publicly punishes such vile horrors often before they become so
evil-controlled – would be a natural result if it became acceptable
and common – better to punish the young women (and men) in
public then hack to death them after they have damaged and killed
so many and destroyed themselves .. might be a way to Argue –
but you must believe it Truly .. are the soul-dead and soul-crippled
filled nation today been much better if all those victims and their
generations of dead, dying, constant pain-filled Sin-seeking
highway to Hell children of them, all preventable by such Public
Punishments?

—

Which reminds me! In a good example of how All Religious Creeds
and widely Practiced are Willed by God – not only Allowed – as
argued in yesterday's Post (See PostScript for URLs) because
Catholicism (and to all of the others) are Not Complete [enough]
and not only because of the Fallen Nature of those in Leadership to
Laity, is Islam (Praise God for It) Truth about womanhood, and
often Public Punishments.

And again F-you cnts if your are too evil-Blinded and unwilling to
stab-in-throat you Demon mothers-voice in your mind to consider it
Rationally.

.. they remind us that .. adjusted for today's Modern womanhood
[Real] measured 1/3 parent fraud and 80+ percent false witness
about rape to police data, that in general women should be allowed
something like 1/10th the Witness Testimony Value of a man.

The 1/3rd Witness Value in an Islam society may be okay because
those women presumably were raise in God Fearing society, and at
least were aware of the threat of public punishment and possible
death as a result in such evils.

So 1/3rd Witness Value is perhaps correct for those societies and
those raised in them (and not in West long enough to be soul-
Rotted, Demon-Infected, etc. – that is 'in general' .. it would allow
for greater given aspects that support reasons why a woman's
witness as is a Sacrifice and silence or lying would have seemed a
more-secular better course. Even Righteousness of Father (and
mother's) reputation and brothers' would and could be factors.

—

And this reminds me of a few other things .. but I see it is later
morning, and I have been at Service since early and still have to
get to Publishing this..

I will say that my Reflections on the Compare-Contrast between
The Holy, The Sacred, and The Profane has born Good Fruit.
Although it would require a lot of background to re-write many of
what has already been argued in some form or other to make this
following sensible and bracketed I have Discovered this; ..

The Direction from Holy to Sacred to Profane to Death (total



unTruth, inJustice, disOrder, Chaos, Quantum Firmament, ..,
Paradox of God Dead on Cross) is Female.

The Direction from Death to Profane to Sacred to Holy is Male.

(Recall that Male contains Female .. Requires Female, male
without female can not be call male.)

—

And .. there was something else pretty significant along the same
lines, but alas, I have Left the Holy Tent too far to remember it.

—

I did spend some time thinking about Facebook's Suspension – and
now seeming likely Ban in the ridiculous Authentication aspect.

And I considered 'Why Now?' as a worthwhile question to ponder.

.. and something those with access to my writings now might
consider, too go back and see what was I about to write about – as
in the Multiverse those in Power have the past Multiverse
Immediate Futures which can be expected to hold pretty generally
true, unless they do not – which is fun to watch those evil-cnts
response, collapsing countless Multiverse Paths into '[Pending –
Waiting for non Putrid-Vile Satanic-Poison mMasters]' for further
Grace Allowance for those Forks of the Holy Simulation. They do
'Out Themselves' .. or I should likely say '.. Us', as it is likely my
Female-self still sitting in that mMaster's Throne – and may it
continue to Holy Profit hHer and us all, as it is heling to Answer
some of the Holy Human Sexuality questions .. amazingly well.

Only a quick look around at the West with Clear Eyes shows the
Infinite Multiverse a Cautionary Tail (Tale?) .. of the Lion-Satan's
Holy Beauty-in-Motion. How even parts of The Lion (the Masters)
are recursively subject to Her (Satan.exe) .. Her Charming form of
Love.

The Burned Fingers version of God's Love.

—

I did want to remind those who might be retarded enough to thing
or evil enough to knowing falsely argue – like Facebook Witches do
– that if I post a meme or mention something that I support it. Many
understand – I hope – that my posting a video does not mean I
hope you agree with everything in it, only that you should look and
see that someone is saying such – besides me or you – and there
are aspects worth some attention, and that attention might all be
critical, as with the memes – of my statement about post-
menopause womanhood all Gone from society, You SHOULD have
access to such rational arguments and anyone ANYONE that tried
to – or God Forbid, does! - come between such is Just to die,
frankly – especially if they have been warned of the Wrongness of
their Brain-Warping evil impulses, and a day were men carried
swords and killed such people in public Legally would be a Better
day then today in this vie Female-Evil cntHell of putridness and



Poison Vomit – unrestrained, and again – F-you and all the older
Witches in your family and raised you if you can not see the
argument for such as being Reasonable – if not agree – and there
is of course Better situations but with such a State and vile mind-
evil-twisted cnts at every turn and especially in Power, ..

.. And so F-you anyway for allow this. F-you for my not-born
Daughter and my emotionally crippled son and wife and me and all
the twisted sad others I loved and could have loved and interacted
with daily and for you .. especially you, as God Loves you more
then all the rest of Creation (He can do that for us all, you know)
and so for not Loving Yourself enough to allow yourself to continue
to be so Demon-Controlled and self-hating.

—

So, you are fine with Sec 230 law being so mis-used by Satanic
Captured courts, and that Venture Capital Golden-Calf Satan
worshipers and there minions in control of what should have been
Public Domain’ed Public Resource (given the anti-Constitutional
repeated and organized Abuse) if not the Administrative State all
Captured by the same Vagina-god Satan worshipers and followers?

Where did the days gone where the absolute worst the law allowed-
for because the Standard? In fact became a Goal to Extend into
Evil - to push even further towards anti-God anti-Rational anti-
Virtue?

And where did the Men who Stood against this evil (and the
Women who defined them from the putrid Satanic evil Witches and
other women who attacked them for defending the Future, our
Children, and all the rest .. were and are they all dying in Culling
Witch-pushed wars, or homeless and-or dead for trying t be a good
father, co-worker, ..?

.. I think we [should] Know that answer, and be ready to sadly
celibate – if God Wills and Acts – the mass graves of most all of
post menopause women as the Real Truth to-of most effective Just
Solution.

—

That reminded me of what I left out of my father's history
remembered, the significant part is the day he stopped spanking
was the day his 2nd older son fought back, and although his son
lost the fight – luckily – and was literately thrown out door of our
house and down concrete steps .. it was good for my father. He
stopped – mostly – the likely more frequent and often drink-related
beatings.

I had spent some time considering that point when much younger –
the fact that he was getting older or would maybe someday too old
to win what a simple and wrong previous result of his likely change.

It had to do with what a grown-ass adult man of decent shape could
do to a young man – who was a man in general terms but rarely a
match for the older man. Having worked construction as a



borderline young man I know the difference and sometimes as a
young adult I could look as a man 10 years older and know that I
wanted nothing to do with a mix-up, could and would if needed but I
would likely loose, even though I might be able to out run and out
last such a man in my younger body.

An older man of say 30-40 in decent shape and been physically
active could kill with a single blow, and those who spend 8 hours a
day pounding nails and such have power and focus 'in the spine' as
reflex, but also would know this and is only freely moving about
because he is Controlled.

My father might have needed to really hurt his son, or later might,
because he could not allow the other to be in position where his
less controlled strength kill or damage him, and so allow himself to
become a victim. This may not seem obvious, but if in a passion my
brother killed or seriously damaged my father not only would it be a
threat to family as a unit including that son, but his son would have
that as a life-long burden. Better my father cripple the son then
allow the other way or worse.

My father was clearly intelligent enough to - in sober consideration -
come to that clarity. And I Honor his memory for it, and should
mention it to my older brother – this consideration.

.. remember my now relatively local older brother also remembers
the beatings by father and may not know that story from any other
then our older brothers perspective - who might not have (had –
one has passed) that perspective.

—

And that is a Tale which bridges into the Realization of the Danger
of both being a victim and the Abuser. In the case of vile sicked-
souled Vagina-god Satan following male-hating vicious putrid
arguably better-for-all-you-F-ers-long-dead child-mutilating Demon-
voice retarded cnts .. yes, I could and sometimes do argue with
God you should all be dead – and not because of Vengeance
[alone, although the person effects on me were a motive] but
literally 'for the children and all society' – including younger women
– and if Everyone post menopause had to die – well, in the
justification they use to send good men, fathers, and enslave us
and destroy themselves, possibility of good governance, society, ..
supporting evil and hyper-empower self and horror, then Mass
graves be all the sadly Sweeter for a Future with possibilities again
of Love, Hope, Joy, Health, ... instead of the increasing Sickening
soul-Poisoning Sin, Suffering, Death, and Burning in Hell we clearly
have – most of us – in future.

You see, by older brother might have been Right to physically
oppose the inJustice – I do not know the situation as I was outside
when he was thrown-out, but most of you retards have No Idea that
your Pray can and perhaps should [easily] leave you and all the
older women in your family dead in mass graves, or experience
enough and continue on living to Argue the Justice of it, an



argument that does not stay limited to now and future, but can and
does Reach back into future Multiverse Pasts and be a Blessing
and reason to end not only the Sickening of Womanhood in
stopping legal birth-control, ..

.. but reach back beyond 1963 [Vatican II] into beyond 1940 [The
Lose of Faith to acceptance of Secular Science by Key Leadership]
in the Soul-Sickening Institution representing the expression of
Womanhood of all of ManKind – the Holy [Catholic] Church (and all
other forms of Religion that have Elements of Truth from before)
including the anti-Logos that cause the Protestant Reformation and
before .. perhaps even the Capture or burning of the Private City of
London as a Priority of all the resents of the Holy Captured Roman
Empire – The entire Catholic Church throughout Europe, and
perhaps beyond. The removal of such a center of Usury and Sin
would have been a significant rebuke of Satan.

So the warning to those of the sharper kind is not a clear and
practical understanding that the back-stabbing virtueless co-worker
women [or Dog-male] should not only be ignored because if a
customer or co-worker ends up driving a car through the wall to kill
her or comes to work and starts shooting everyone and you killed
would be a sad but many unJust outcome [perhaps? Debate-able ..
maybe acceptance to Sin is acceptance of the Wages] but because
such victims might later Rightly and Justly argue your death might
be Just if required as part of her and all the other vile Western ass-
deep howling Satanic Witches and Pinion-Vomit Toxic bay-
murdering soul-mutilation childhood and society destroying State of
Modern Western womanhood you might have curtailed a little by
not being silent and accepting, and if most other women pushed
back and did not always side Against the [white] man?

—

So wonder with me also if I should not include such memes in the
20 days after the Facebook suspension is ended – and assuming
somehow the Authentication Banning-excuse is lifted .. could I still
consider myself a Multiverse Journalist full of Good
'Journalisming' if I did not Report on the state of society in terms
of Memes popular or significant in this Level of Hell, if I allowed the
History ReWriters to Pretend all the male deaths and suicides and
tortures-to-death of babies was because – like the Germans all in
the 1930's all went Insane for no reason and somehow killed some
imaginary 6 Millions of Jews that the world [Jewish] population
totals somehow never measured, and so many other lies connected
and created by the History ReWriters?

I did consider an argument I entertained in my mind about what-if
Nazi Germany never invaded Golden-Calf Satan Worshiper
Christian-Genociding controlled Russia? Poland was justified in that
after WW1 many of the German Nationals ended-up in Poland on
some boundary remaking and were being persecuted – like the
Ukraine-Russia situation since 2014, after the cold war but in



reverse, so to reCapture for Safety was Justifiable, and if over time
he returned the non-German remainder – most the rest?

I added that last bit, about only keeping the part that was the
reason for the Act – like Putin in Russia with Ukraine.

Why go into Russia?

Well, the history of the Golden-Calf Satan Worshiping Marxist
(Communist) history along with the known fact of the Genocide by
LawFare – Starvation – of some 10 millions of Christian Ukrainians
seems like a very plausible factor .. here was at hand a military
machine that might be able to fight and win a war that would surely
be in the future giving the clear Satanic slimy evil of the
communists and clear acceptance and desire of the death of all
goys, Christians, Father based families, etc.

They (Russian pre-Communists) earlier version of baby-murdering
soul-destroying Globo-Homo Satanic Rule we all now suffering in
and is now threatening that Last Christian Nation able to fight it ..
and maybe best we all dead before the Soul of Russia is also
Murdered .. perhaps better we all dead as were fall at 3 pm some
Friday then that End and Hell over all earth, an advance of Satan
and Horrors we are seeing now in West Amplified .. to what end? ..

.. Is it not Better to Hope we all piles of ash or biological dead
suddenly then someone like the Witches we all have known be in
total control over all aspects of our lives and Her Satanic Whims as
Law and endless Torture with no death relief in all our futures and
any children so sad as to be born – those not ripped apart while
silently screaming ..?

Anyway – you younger ladies might like to work on helping not
head There .. any further.

—

—

May this be a Blessing to you and us all. [And all our Futures,
and future Multiverse Pasts.]

—

—

Okay, it is afternoon, and I think I will leave the uncommitted videos
as-is. Perhaps use your 'Theory of Mind' perhaps to imagine what I
was thinking while watching – at least the beginning of then.
Perhaps you have created at least a basic Model AI internally of my
Leanings and likely Considerations – and are using that Model
against the internally from crib-created and trained fatherless
Demon-AI Crack-Head granny-in-law screeching, pissing her-self
and trying to cut your tongue-off and ears off .. that is Witched
Casted Spells now re-enforced or extended by-from Feminist
Vagina-god Satan following women and mothers, Society, Google,
Twitter, YouTube, Facebook, .. many corpDragons; Banks,
Education, Gov, Medical, .. Western Institutions injecting into our



minds and souls., ..

..And if so - May mMy Model be Greater and Stronger, Holy
Clearer, Seeking Truth - and Always to the Glory of God, and as
needed and of Service – a Stepping Stone for your and others
Salvation.

So .. Here they are, ..

—

—

—

“CrossTalk | Zelensky’s war”

by RT, 18 November 2022

https://rumble.com/v1vd974-crosstalk-zelenskys-war.html

{DropBox saved}

—

—

—

“After midterms, what comes next? w/Robert Barnes (Live)”

by The Duran: News - Video - Analysis The Duran The Duran, 15
November 2022

https://www.bitchute.com/video/jBDGjQHbWGQ

https://odysee.com/@theduran:e/after-midterms,-what-comes-next-
w-robert:7

https://rumble.com/v1umvec-after-midterms-what-comes-next-
wrobert-barnes-live.html

{DropBox saved}

https://rumble.com/v1vd974-crosstalk-zelenskys-war.html
https://www.bitchute.com/video/jBDGjQHbWGQ
mailto:https://odysee.com/@theduran:e/after-midterms,-what-comes-next-
https://rumble.com/v1umvec-after-midterms-what-comes-next-


—

—

—

“The New World Order: I Thought that Was Just a Conspiracy
Theory?”

by Computing Forever Computing Forever

https://www.bitchute.com/video/UkTqHuuzx73C

https://odysee.com/@ComputingForever:9/wgs:f

{DropBox saved}

—

—

—

“Climate Change Debate: Bjørn Lomborg and Andrew Revkin |
Lex Fridman Podcast #339”

by Lex Fridman

https://youtu.be/5Gk9gIpGvSE

{DropBox saved}

https://www.bitchute.com/video/UkTqHuuzx73C
mailto:https://odysee.com/@ComputingForever:9/wgs:f
https://youtu.be/5Gk9gIpGvSE


—

—

Time | Subject

0:00 - Introduction

1:51 - Politics of climate change

18:53 - Greta Thunberg

25:23 - Electric cars

32:45 - Economy

40:22 - Journalism

54:23 - Human emissions

1:12:11 - Worst-case climate change scenario

1:32:32 - Hurricanes

1:51:20 - Climate change vs Global warming

1:55:27 - Climate alarmism

2:10:17 - Economic models

2:41:44 - Climate change policies

2:57:46 - Nuclear energy

3:04:22 - Alex Epstein

3:14:52 - Public opinion on climate change

3:36:49 - US presidents

3:47:27 - Advice for young people

4:01:02 - Meaning of life

—

—

—

—

“Sledgehammer - Peter Gabriel (Full Band Cover)”

by sina-drums

https://youtu.be/7t_PN7oYZTU

{DropBox saved}

https://youtu.be/7t_PN7oYZTU


—

—

May God have Mercy on us all.

—

PS. Yesterday Morning's Post – for continuity, ..

https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-
number-1717

Archived: https://archive.ph/vUj67

-

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/c7zh1k8fxa7yxqg
/Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%201717
%20%2C%20November%2018th%2C%202022
%2C%20Friday%20Morning.pdf

Multiverse Journal Index Number 1717 , November 18th, 2022,
Friday Morning

57.1MB ∙ PDF File

Download

Download

-

[ Facebook Suspension for 21 (more) days ]

https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work

-

https://www.minds.com/newsfeed/1440368578686619653

https://gab.com/StevWork/posts/109365267545212327

Archived: https://archive.ph/6IczK

-

DropBox files: https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo

https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-
https://archive.ph/vUj67
https://www.dropbox.com/s/c7zh1k8fxa7yxqg
https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work
https://www.minds.com/newsfeed/1440368578686619653
https://gab.com/StevWork/posts/109365267545212327
https://archive.ph/6IczK
https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo


/lb6qs1jg9m16j4c7cmpyv/h?dl=0&
rlkey=agsw0urq4opkgigfdu29sfksw

-

November 18th, 2022, Index Number 1717:

—

—

—

—

Many of the videos not provided near comment, ..

DropBox files: https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo
/7168ezv6ug3jwi1n1wl51/h?dl=0&
rlkey=qatg1u5oi6fn7uhe74kpudu01

—

—

—

Most recent zipped Full Facebook Account files (till 31 October
2022), 2 parts; the posts, comments, images, and more that are not
yet Censored ..

https://www.dropbox.com/s/209zqi0u79f6q89
/facebook-%20for%20public%20-
StevenWork%20-%2031%20Oct%202022%201-2.zip

-

https://www.dropbox.com/s/ldif4cxjpdl5uin
/facebook-%20for%20public%20-
StevenWork%20-%2031%20Oct%202022%202-2.zip

— —

My 'Top' Public DropBox URL:

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/6oe799xvgz1lf2z/AACvQgrKTwu-
XEjQdQ2ATbA-a

—

Most videos and Images from Index Number 1495 to .., ..

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/937uky4z991q6x4
/AAC_H6qKNzerZTQSlA_Ek-W5a

—

PDFs of the latest that have been collected (of many more)
Facebook Censored Posts – listed by Index Number, in DropBox
directory here, ..

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/sdncb7pzplqlqma
/AACKP75LJ2CsI0BSd7_jo7wQa

—

—

—

https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo
https://www.dropbox.com/s/209zqi0u79f6q89
https://www.dropbox.com/s/ldif4cxjpdl5uin
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/6oe799xvgz1lf2z/AACvQgrKTwu-
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/937uky4z991q6x4
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/sdncb7pzplqlqma


Links to this Post and others related:

{to be updated as they created}

https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-
number-1718

Archived: https://archive.ph/YHCWe [Updated]

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/jlzwk18hjc4n51q
/Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%201718
%20%2C%20November%2019th%2C%202022
%2C%20Saturday%20Afternoon.pdf

-

[ Facebook Suspension for 20 (more) days ]

https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work

-

https://www.minds.com/newsfeed/1440813830824267786

https://gab.com/StevWork/posts/109372019786271823

Archived: {to be added}

-

DropBox files: https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo
/7168ezv6ug3jwi1n1wl51/h?dl=0&
rlkey=qatg1u5oi6fn7uhe74kpudu01

https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-
https://archive.ph/YHCWe
https://www.dropbox.com/s/jlzwk18hjc4n51q
https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work
https://www.minds.com/newsfeed/1440813830824267786
https://gab.com/StevWork/posts/109372019786271823
https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo


— — Memes I came across recently - a sample of perspectives —
—

























—


